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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be an algebraically closed field and let z: A k 4 A; be the standard 
embedding given by z(t) = (t, 0, . . . . 0). If 8: A k 4 ia; is another embedding, 
then we say that 0 is equivalent to z if there exists a K-automorphism Q of 
An;, such that 00 = z. The famous “Epimorphism Theorem” of Abhyankar 
and Moh [A-M] says that when char K = 0, any embedding of AL in 
Ai is equivalent to z. Moreover, this theorem is not valid when 
char K> 0 [Na, p. 391. 
Later, Abhyankar [A, Conjecture 1, p. 4133 conjectured that for r 3 3, 
there exist embeddings of AL in A; which are not equivalent to the 
standard embedding z (when char K= 0). Jelonek [J, Theorem 1.11 
showed that any embedding of Ai in AL is equivalent to 5 for r 2 4 when 
K = @. In fact, his proof is valid for an algebraically closed field K of any 
characteristic. Therefore, one is only interested in embeddings of A; in Ai. 
In this context, the Conjectures A and B below (under the assumption 
char K = 0) are particular cases of Conjectures 2 and 3 of Abhyankar 
[A, pp. 413 and 4141, respectively: 
Conjecture A. Let e(t) = (f(t), g(t), h(t)) : AL 4 Ai be an embedding 
such that none of the integers degf, degg, and deg h belongs to the semi- 
group generated by the other two. Then 0 is not equivalent to the standard 
embedding T: z(t) = (t, 0, 0). 
More specifically: 
Conjecture B. The embeddings 13,(t)=(t+tn+2, t"+', I”) of A; in Ai 
are not equivalent to T for n 2 3. 
Craighero [Cl ] has given examples of 8 disproving Conjecture A. Later 
he also showed [C2, Sect. 21 that Q3 is equivalent to T, thus disproving 
Conjecture B. 
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In this paper we prove (Theorem 2.2) that if char K> 0, then 8, is 
equivalent to r for all n. This appears to be a little unusual considering 
the fact that the Epimorphism Theorem is false in positive characteristic. 
Moreover, when char K= 0, we show that the embedding (t + t’, t”‘, t”) is 
equivalent to t, where m = 1 (mod n), 1~ - 1 (mod n) and I > n. Note that 
8, is a special case of an embedding of this type. Further, we also show 
that e4 is equivalent to z. Our approach is quite different from that of 
Craighero. 
After receiving a preprint of this paper, P. C. Craighero informed us that 
(i) the result of Jelonek mentioned above had already been proved 
by him under the assumption that K is algebraically closed of characteristic 
0 [C3, Corollary 21, 
(ii) he has also shown in [C4] that 8, is equivalent to z. 
We sincerely thank R. C. Cowsik, R. Narasimhan, and Balwant Singh for 
helpful discussions. 
2. MAIN THEOREMS 
Throughout this section K will denote an algebraically closed field. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. Two K-embeddings t?i , t12 : AL G Ai are said to be 
equivalent if there exists a K-automorphism G of Ai such that 
8, = 00,. Moreover, a K-embedding 8: A k 4 A’, is said to be rectifiable if 
8 is equivalent to the standard embedding r : r( t) = (t, 0,O). 
(2.2) THEOREM. Let char K = p > 0 and let 
e(t) = (t + t’, P, t”):A& A; 
be an embedding, where I, m, n are positive integers such that I > n and m = 1 
(mod n). Then 8 is rectifiable. 
For the proof of this theorem we need some results. 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let K be a field of any characteristic and let j’(T), 
g(T) be non-constant polynomials in K[T]. Then the ring A = 
K[T+f(T) g(T),f(T)] is birational to K[T]. Moreover, f( T) is a unit in 
K[T]/C, where Q is the conductor from K[T] to A. 
Proof: Let degf( T) = n. We can assume that n 3 2 for otherwise there 
is nothing to prove. 
First we shall prove the statement about birationality. 
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The polynomial T+f(T) g(T) is integral over K[f(T)] and the degree 
r of its minimal polynomial is <n. To show that A is birational to K[ T], 
we shall show that r=n. Let P(U, V)= U’+a,(V) U’-‘+ ... +a,(V) 
be a polynomial in two variables U and V over K such that 
P(T+f(T)g(T),f(T))=O. But then T’+a,(O) T’-‘+ .., +a,(O)= 
f(T) h(T) for some h(T) E K[ T]. This implies that r > n, whence r = n. 
Now, to prove that f(T) is a unit in K[T]/& we shall show that any 
maximal ideal m of A containing f( T) is regular. This will be achieved, in 
view of K[ T] being a finite A-module, if we show that (i) mK[T] is a 
maximal ideal of K[ T] and (ii) A/m + K[ T]/mK[ T] is an isomorphism. 
Let n be a maximal ideal of K[T] lying over m and let n be generated 
by h(T). Then it is easy to see that m = (f(T), h( T+f(T) g(T))). Since 
.f(T)En, the map A/m -+ K[T]/n is surjective (T+f(T) g(T) = T 
(mod n)) and hence is an isomorphism. Note that h( T+f(T) g( T)) = 
h(T) +f( T) k(T) for some k(T) E K[ T]. Therefore mK[ T] is generated by 
f(T) and h(T), and hence by h(T). In other words, mK[T] = n, proving 
the statements (i) and (ii). 
(2.4) LEMMA. With the notation as in Lemma 2.3, we have 
f(T)K[T]nA=f(T)A. 
Proof Since K[ T] is integral over A and 6 +f( T)K[ T] = K[ T], we 
have &+f(T)A=A. Let c+af=l with CE% and SEA. Suppose bfeA 
for some b E K[ T]. We want to show that b E A. We have bc + baf = b. But 
bc E A because c E 6 and bf E A by assumption. So b E A. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let A = K[f(T), g(T)], where f(T) and g(T) are non- 
constant manic polynomials of degrees r and s, respectively. Assume that r 
and s are coprime. Then A is birational to K[ T]. Further, ly 6 = h( T)K[ T] 
denotes the conductor from K[ T] to A, then deg h(T) = (r - l)(s - 1). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that r, s > 1. 
Let L denote the quotient field of A. The degree of the field extension 
K(T)/L must divide the degrees r and s of the field extensions 
K(T)IK(f(T)) and K(TYK(g(T)). S' mce r and s are coprime, it follows 
that K(T) = L, proving the birationality of A and K[ T]. 
Consider the K-homomorphism cp: K[ U, V] + K[ T] given by q(U) = 
f(T) and cp( V) = g(T). Let P( U, V) be a generator of Ker cp. Then P is a 
polynomial in U and V of degrees s and r, respectively. Further, we can 
assume that P is manic in both U and V. Without loss of generality we 
may also assume that char K 1 s (recall that r and s are coprime). 
Write P( U, V) = Q( U, V) + R( V), where R is a polynomial in V of 
degree r, and Q is divisible by U. Let 
Q(U, V)=&U’V’, lbi<s,O<j<r-1. 
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From (p(Q) + q(R) = 0, it follows that deg, (p(Q) = deg, cp(R) = rs. Since 
the terms cp( U’V’) have distinct T-degrees for i and j in the given range, we 
have (i) if ir + js > rs, then A,, = 0 and (ii) if A,, # 0, then ir + js = rs if, and 
only if, i = s and j = 0. Note that A,Y,, = 1 and char K 1 s. 
Therefore deg, cp(~?P/8U) = deg, cp(aQ/aU) = r(s - 1). Further, 
deg,(acp( V)/aT) = s - 1. By the Dedekind conductor formula, 
Hencedegh(T)=r(s-l)-(s-l)=(r-l)(s-1). 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let FE K[ X, Y, Z] be of the form 
F= X+ u(X, Z)Z+ %zSY, 
where s is a non-negative integer, 2 E K*, and u(X, Z) E K[X, Z]. Then there 
exists G E K[X, Y, Z] such that K[X, Y, Z] = K[F, G, Z]. 
Proof: Write A = K[F, Z] and B = K[X, Y, Z]. Then B/ZB = 
(A/ZA)[ Y] and B,= A,[X]. Therefore, by [R-S, Theorem 2.3.11, there 
exists G E B such that B = A [G]. 
(2.7) PROPOSITION. Let 0: K[X, Y, Z] + K[ T] be a homomorphism of 
K-algebras such that 
e(X)= T+f(T)g(T) 
6( Y) = Tf( T)’ (r a positive integer) 
e(Z) =f(T), 
where f( T) and g( T) are non-constant polynomials in K[ T]. Then 0 defines 
a closed embedding of /Jk in Ai (which we still denote by 0). 
Further, $ the conductor (I from K[ T] to K[ T+ f( T) g( T),f( T)] 
contains an element of the form 1 - if(T)’ for some II E K* and some positive 
integer i, then the embedding 8 is rectifiable. 
Proof: Let 
and 
A =KCT+f(T)g(T),f(T)l 
B=KCT+f(T)dT), T,f(TY>f(T)l. 
By Lemma 2.3 we have f (T)’ is a unit modulo (1;. Therefore, c + af( T)’ = I 
for some c E 6 and a E A. Multiplying this equation by T, we see that TE B, 
proving B = K[ T], and hence 8 is a closed embedding. 
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Now assume that 6 contains an element of the form 1 - nf( T)‘. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that i > r. Since 1 - %j( T)’ E Q, we have 
T( 1 - J..( r)j) E A. Hence 
f(T)g(T)+~Tf(T)‘=(T+f(T)g(T))- T(l -uf(n’)EA. 
Now f(T)g(T) + ATf(T)’ = f(T)&(T) + ATf(T)‘-‘) E f(T)K[T]. It 
follows from Lemma 2.4 that g(T) + 1*Tf( T)‘-’ E A = 0(K[X, Z]). Let 
u(X, Z)EK[X, Z] be such that 0(u)= -(g(T)+%Tf(T)‘-‘). Now 
T=(TSf(T)g(T))-f(T)(g(T)+E,~~(T)’ ‘1 
+ A.( T)‘-r Tf( T)’ 
=0(X+ u(X, z)z+ ~“z’-‘Y). 
This proves the proposition in view of Lemma 2.6. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. It suffices to prove the result when K= Fp. Let 
C denote the conductor from K[ T] to K[ T+ T’, Y]. By Lemma 2.3, T” 
is a unit in K[ T]/E; it is in fact a unit in a finite subring of K[ T]/C. Hence 
1 - ( Tn)i E 0 for some positive integer i. Now we are through by Proposi- 
tion 2.7. 
(2.8) Remark. Let 0 be as in Proposition 2.7. If K= F,,, then 8 is 
rectifiable. 
As a further application of Proposition 2.7, we shall prove: 
(2.9) THEOREM. Let char K = 0 and let 
B(t)=(t+t’, t”, r”):A;qA; 
be an embedding, where 1, m, n are positive integers such that 1> n, I E - 1 
(mod n), and m = 1 (mod n). Then 6I is rectifiable. 
Proof: Let A = K[ TS T’, T”] and let 6 be the conductor from K[ r] 
to A. In view of Proposition 2.7, it is enough to prove that 1 - ( T”)‘E Q for 
some positive integer i. 
Let I= rn - 1 for some r > 2. By Lemma 2.5, K[ T+ T’, T’“] is a 
birational subring of A. Let 5 denote the conductor from K[T] to 
K[ T+ T’, F]. Obviously & c 6. Now, by Proposition 2.10 below, 
1 - TJCr *) E c-, where s = rn. Hence 8 is rectifiable. 
(2.10) PROPOSITION. Let char K= 0 and let A = K[T+ T” ~ ‘, T”], 
where s is an integer 2 3. Then A is birational to K[ T] and 1 - Ts(.‘- *) E 6, 
the conductor from K[ T] to A. 
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ProojY By Lemma 2.5, A is birational to K[T]. Let 6 = h(T) K[ T] 
with h( 7’) manic. We claim that h(T) = 1 + W+ ... + W”- *, where 
W= T”-=. 
To see this, first notice that by Lemma 2.5, deg h(T) = (s - 1 )(s - 2). 
Now we prove that J’& the root of 6 in K[T], is generated by 
1 + w+ “. + IV-‘. 
Consider the ring extension K[ T”] c K[ T]. Since char K = 0, this exten- 
sion is unramified except at the maximal ideal (T’) of K[ T”]. Let m be the 
maximal ideal of A such that m n K[ T’] = (T”). Then it is easy to see that 
m = (T+ T”+ ‘, T”), and A, is regular. This shows that A is unramilied in 
K[ T]. Therefore, for an CI E K, the maximal ideal (T- m) of K[ T] contains 
E if, and only if, a #O and there exists /IE K* such that b # c1 and 
(T - c() n A = (T - /I) n A. But then a and D would satisfy the relations 
fi=fBa (o”=l,o#l) 
p+jy l=,+,,-l. 
This would give us ~1”~~ = o, i.e., CI’(“-~)= 1 and cF2# 1. In other 
words, (T-a)?6 if, and 
l+~r”-~+ . . . +g(sp2)(Ap1)=(). Hence 
only j& (;I + =$;fiy JF,y ;;;:z 
W= T”- ‘. But, since 6 = h( T) K[ T] and deg h(T) = (s - 1 )(s - 2), we get 
a=$andh(T)=l+W+...+W”+‘. 
Therefore 1 - T”(“p2’=(l - W)(l + W+ ... + Wsp’)~E. 
As a further application of Proposition 2.7, we shall prove 
(2.11) COROLLARY. Let char K = 0 and let 
Q(t)=(t+t’, P, t4):AkqA:, 
be an embedding, where I> 4 and m = 1 (mod 4). Then 8 is rect$able. 
Proof: If 13 1 or 0 (mod 4), then the proof is easy. If I E - 1 (mod 4), 
then we appeal to Theorem 2.9. So we assume 1~ 2 (mod 4). Let 
I=4k+2, (kb 1) 
and 
A = K[T+ T4k+2, T”]. 
By the Dedekind conductor formula a = (1 + 2T4k+’ + 2T8k+2) K[ T] is 
the conductor from K[ T] to A. Therefore 1 + 4T’6kf4 EC. Now we are 
through in view of Proposition 2.7. 
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3. EMBEDDING OF A CURVE IN AFFINE SPACE 
In this section we consider the question of equivalence of embeddings of 
a non-singular curve in affme space. 
K will denote an algebraically closed field and C will denote a non- 
singular affine curve over K. 
First we list some known results. 
(3.1) (Nori [No]) Any two embeddings of C in Ai are equivalent 
for r 2 4. 
In fact, if V is a non-singular afline variety of dimension d over K, then 
any two embeddings of P’ in Ai are equivalent for r 3 2d + 2. 
(3.2) (Abhyankar and B. Singh [A-S, Theorem 7.31) Let char K = 0. 
Assume that C has only one place at infinity. Then C has only finitely 
many non-equivalent embeddings in A:. 
The curve C given by the equation Y3 = X4 + X has precisely two non- 
equivalent embeddings in Ai. 
(3.3) Let C= A;\(O). Consider the embeddings 
B,,,,(t)= (t”, tr”):C~ A;, 
where m and n are coprime positive integers. Then two embeddings 9,,, 
and 8,, are equivalent if, and only if, the sets (m, n} and {r, s} are the 
same. In particular, C has infinitely many non-equivalent embeddings 
in Ai. 
In view of these results, we feel that it should be interesting to consider 
the following questions. 
Question A. Let C be a non-singular afline curve over an algebraically 
closed field K. Are all embeddings of C in A’, equivalent? 
Question B. Let K and C be as in Question A. Let 0, and O2 be two 
non-equivalent embeddings of C in AL. Are 8, and 8, equivalent as 
embeddings in Ai? 
We conclude this paper with the following result which is a partial 
answer to Question B. 
(3.4) PROPOSITION. Let C he a non-singular aff;e rational curve and let 
0, and 0, be two embeddings of C in Ai. Then 8, and e2 are equivalent as 
embeddings in Ai. 
Proof Let A denote the coordinate ring of C. Then, since C is rational, 
A = K[ T, l/f(T)] for some f(T) belonging to K[ T]. Consider the 
embedding 
t(t)= (t, l/f(t)): C’cs AZ,. 
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We shall prove the result by showing that any embedding 8 of C in Ai is 
equivalent to z as embeddings in Ai. 
Let “y; , . . . . VH be all the K-valuation rings of K(T), the function field of 
the curve C, which do not contain A. Giving an embedding 8 of C in Ai 
is equivalent to giving two elements g and h of A such that A = K[g, h]. 
By taking suitable K-linear combinations of g and h, we can assume that 
g $9; for 1 d id n. Consider the K-subalgebra B := K[ T, g] of A. Since B 
is not contained in “y; for any i, A is integral over B. But B is integrally 
closed because K[ T] c B. Therefore B = A. Hence we have 
A=KCT, l/f(T)l=KCT,gl=KCg,hl. 
Now we are through by the following lemma. 
(3.5) LEMMA. Let A be an affine K-algebra such that 
A = K[u, w] = K[u, w]. 
Let 8, and 8, be two K-epimorphisms of K[X, Y, Z] onto A given by 
e,(x) = U, e,(y)=w, e,m=o, 
and 
e,(x) = 4 e,(y) = W, e,(z) = 0. 
Then there exists a K-automorphism o of K[X, Y, Z] such that 8, = tll O. 
Proof: Let P(X, Y) and Q(A’, Y) be polynomials such that P(u, w) = u 
and Q(u, w) = U. The K-automorphism r~ of K[X, Y, Z], given by 
a(X) = Z+ P(X, Y), a(Y) = Y, and a(Z) = X- Q(Z+ P(X, Y), Y), has the 
requisite property. 
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